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Instruction guide for the implementation and settings of the 
Smart.Reviews widget feature on your website.



 About Widget Types
There are 5 Widget types. Each 
with their own appearance and 
amount of information they offer.

1 — Reviews Advanced

2 — Reviews Count 3 — Reviews Stars Stats 4 — Reviews Count Preview

5 — Reviews Slider

People said about Sapio
Excelient4.5 / 5

People say about Shooes delivery

Every day besides so many 
people joining this community, 
there are…

2 days ago

Anthony Tyler Facebook

View business replay

Read More
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Read More

1,400 REVIEWS ON SMART.REVIEWS

Write a review

Get The Boot A Birds Eye Look Into Mcse Boot Camps

Recently, the US Federal government banned online casinos 
from operating in America by making it illegal to transfer money 
to them through any US bank or payment system. As a result of 
this law, most of transfer money the popular online casino 
networks such.
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1 review Riga, Latvia
Lawrence Sparks
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this law, most of transfer money the popular online casino 

1 review Riga, Latvia
Lawrence Sparks

Rated 9.4 out of 10 based on 1,376 reviews on Smart.Reviews

Helping each other make 
better choices.

Check out our 1,376 reviews

Read and write reviews

Smart.Reviews

1,376 reviews Smart.Reviews

5 stars (512)

4 stars (240)

3 stars (83)

2 stars (11)

1 stars (7)

1,376 reviews  !

4.7 out of 5
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Widget Types 
Comparison

−Available Not Relevant"

Reviews 
Advanced

Reviews 
Count

 Reviews 
Stars Stats

 Reviews 
Count 

Preview

 Reviews 
Slider

For larger 

websites that 

have a stable 

flow of 

incoming 

written 

reviews and 

dedicated 

space on their 

website.

Discrete 

widget great 

for websites 

that have little 

web space to 

play with.

For websites 

that have a 

high 5-star 

rating count to 

really drive the 

value home.

As a great 

trust signal 

that 

seamlessly 

fits into any 

website footer. 

Great widget 

for websites 

that want to 

expand or add 

a testimonials 

section.

Shows the number 
of reviews

Shows review scores

Shows the number 
of reviews per each 
star rating

Shows ‘Write a 
Review’ button

Shows filtered 
results

Recommended
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How to install your 
widgets

Step 1

Adding Smart.Reviews widgets to your website 
can be done in a few easy steps.

Log in to your company profile: If you don't have a company profile yet, sign up 
and verify your business.

By signing up you agree to receive email communication about our 
products and services.

Love it, Hate it, 
Review it.

Smart.Reviews

Enter email address

Enter password

Sign In

Password

Email address

Forget Password?

or 

Remember me!

Sign In

Sign In with Facebook

Sign In with Google

Need an account? Sign up

Let’s get started

Business verification is required to have access to 
Smart.Reviews widgets.
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Accesing Widget Page

Select your Widget in the menu section in the 
left navigation panel.

Widget
Settings History

www.shoes.com

Create New Widget
Every category have mandatory tags that are specialy choosen for it in order 
to help users ex…. in threee easy steps.

SmartReviews

Dashboard

Tags

Reviews

Company Profile

Widget

Account Settings

Widget type
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Reviews Count
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better choices.
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Read and write reviews

Smart.Reviews

Website Preview

Having trouble with creating 
Widget? Contact us!
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♥

#

What people say about us

Create New Widget
Every category have mandatory tags that are specialy choosen for it in order 
to help users ex…. in threee easy steps.

Tags

Widget

Account Settings

Widget type

Wide widget

People said about SapioPeople say about Saapio delivery

How to install widgets 
— Step 2
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How to install widgets 
— Step 3

 

Choose Widget type

More information about widget types you can 
find in the section About Widget Types.

For example, Reviews Slider and press the 
‘Continue’ button

Settings History

www.shoes.com

Create New Widget
Every category have mandatory tags that are specialy choosen for it in order 
to help users ex…. in threee easy steps.

SmartReviews

Dashboard
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Reviews
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For example, by time period or 
only show reviews with 
specific ratings.

Choose how you would like to 
filter your reviews.

Fill the table

Tags

Notifications

Company Profile

Widget

Account Settings

Create New Widget Reviews Slider
Every category have mandatory tags that are specialy choosen for it in order 
to help users ex…. in threee easy steps.

Get CodePreview Widget

Code Generator

Start date

Choose date

End date

Choose date

Enter name

Not selected

Not selected

Widget name

Rating

Tags

Not selected

Countries

Website Preview

Having trouble with creating 
Widget? Contact us

!
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What people say about us
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Reviews

Company Profile
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Account Settings

Tags
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Account Settings

Create New Widget Reviews Slider
Every category have mandatory tags that are specialy choosen for it in order 
to help users ex…. in threee easy steps.

Get CodePreview Widget

Code Generator

Start date
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End date
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Rating
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How to install widgets 
— Step 4
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Get Preview

After you finished setting your 
widgets preferences, press the 
'Get Preview' button to view 
the result.

In Widget Preview pop-up you 
can view the results and final 
look of your widget settings.

Tags

Notifications

Company Profile

Widget

Account Settings

Create New Widget Reviews Slider
Every category have mandatory tags that are specialy choosen for it in order 
to help users ex…. in threee easy steps.

Get CodePreview Widget

Code Generator

Start date

Choose date

End date

Choose date

Enter name

Not selected

Not selected

Widget name

Rating

Tags

Not selected

Countries

Website Preview

Having trouble with creating 
Widget? Contact us

!
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Having trouble with creating Widget? Contact us

This is how it’s going to look like after pasting code into your website.

"Widget preview

Copy Code

If you are satisfied with the 
result, press the ‘Get Code’ 
button and add the code 
provided to your webpage.

Get Code
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Create New Widget Reviews Slider
Every category have mandatory tags that are specialy choosen for it in order 
to help users ex…. in threee easy steps.
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Having trouble with creating Widget? Contact us

Adapt to plugin container width and the plugin will 
rendered at the specified width irrespective of the parent 

"Widget code generated

<div class="fb-page" 
data-href="https://www.facebook.com/facebook"
data-width="380" 
data-hide-cover="false"
data-href="https://www.facebook.com/facebook"
data-width="380" 
data-hide-cover="false"
data-href="https://www.facebook.com/facebook"
data-width="380" 
data-hide-cover="false"
data-show-facepile="false"></div>

Copy Code

How to install widgets 
— Step 5 & Step 6

Notifications

Get CodePreview Widget
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How to add widget code 
to your webpage

 

You can use Group + Custom html or 
ShortCode, Columns + Custom html or 
ShortCode widgets. 

Attention! 
The code cannot be edited to modify the 
way the widget is displayed.

In order to display a Smart.Reviews 
widget on your website, you need to 
insert the code into the Custom html or 
ShortCode widget in the WordPress 
admin panel.

WordPress

Next, in the Description field, paste the code 
and save the changes.

In order to add a widget from the 
Smart.Reviews site to the product page of 
your site, you need to open Products - All 
Product in the Shopify admin panel and 
switch to Show html mode in the text view. 

Shopify

Attention! 
The code cannot be edited to modify the way the 
widget is displayed.
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Contact Us
info@smart.reviews

www.smart.reviews

Thank you 
for your time!
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